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Dynamic wireless charging (DWC) technology enables the charging of electric vehicles (EVs) en route without the need for
stopping on long-distance trips. Based on DWC technology, a dynamic wireless charging system (DWCS) concept is proposed
to determine the number of DWC lanes and their locations and lengths considering varying battery charging rates. A two-
stage approach is proposed to design the optimal DWCS. First, we propose a mixed-integer model with nonlinear constraints
to determine the locations and lengths of the charging lanes. This model is further reformulated as a mixed-integer linear
problem to make it suitable to solve with off-the-shelf commercial solvers (e.g., Gurobi). Next, we propose a method to obtain
an approximately optimal solution for the number of lanes. Then, a numerical example from a freeway in Guangdong
Province, China, is investigated to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model and its effectiveness in reducing the
construction costs.

1. Introduction

Electric vehicle (EV) deployment has grown rapidly over the
past ten years [1], with the global stock of electric passenger
cars passing 5 million in 2018, corresponding to an increase
of 63% from the previous year [2]. However, a typical EV
has a limited driving range and a long charging time, hinder-
ing the large-scale adoption of EVs. Deployment of EV charg-
ing infrastructure on long-distance roads will significantly
reduce current vehicle energy consumption [3–6], make trans-
portation more environmentally friendly [4, 5], and relieve
long-distance power anxiety [7–10].

Emerging wireless charging (WC) technology holds the
promise of overcoming these issues [11–13]. With this tech-
nology, the EV’s battery is charged via wireless power transfer
(WPT) technology [14, 15]. WPT is an emerging and promis-
ing technology that was introduced byNikola Tesla in the 19th
century and over time has evolved to become a competitive
solution with wired charging systems [11]. This technology

can replace plug-in interfaces through transmitters and
receivers, allowing the flow of energy in the form of electro-
magnetic or static waves in a noncontact manner. The wireless
charging system can operate without human intervention. It is
also safe from the dangers caused by the use of cables. The
main drawback of the wireless charging system is its charging
time, which can be solved by different variations in the system.
For electric vehicles, WPT can be performed in three modes:
(1) stationary wireless charging (SWC), (2) dynamic wireless
charging (DWC), and (3) quasidynamic/stationary wireless
charging (QDWC). SWC is the method of charging an EV
when the EV is parked and not operational for an extended
period at a stationary point. SWC technology is maturing
[16]. SWC makes the charging process safer and more conve-
nient. However, SWC is not significantly different from the
traditional plug-in conduction charging in terms of charging
time, frequency, vehicle operation, and charging station
assignment. Due to the limitation of battery capacity, electric
vehicles need more charging cycles to travel longer distances
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[17]. This problem can be solved by DWC [18]. In DWC, the
transmitter mat is placed on a small section of pavement and
the receiver mat is placed on the EV chassis to provide charg-
ing for the moving EVs. This technology requires a significant
capital investment. Moreover, the implementation of the
DWC system must consider the speed of the vehicle. QDWC
has some of the advantages of DWC. However, it requires less
investment compared to DWC. The QDWC mode provides
charging to the EV when it is stationary or when it is moving
slowly for short time. This method is suitable for charging
public transportation EVs when they stop at bus stops or cab
stands, or traffic signals. In this method, the battery is not fully
charged [19]. The flexible nature of the WPT technology
makes it suitable for commercial purposes. Several methods
can be used for WPT. The various methods depend on the
technology used and the frequency level of the transmission.
Accordingly, WPT can be divided into two types: (1) coupled
(near field) and (2) radiated (far field). Coupled systems are
further divided into systems using either magnetic or electric
field radiation. The coupled types are further split into two cat-
egories: microwave and laser.

As shown in Figure 1, a WC system makes use of the
charging infrastructure (e.g., electricity grid andmagnetic coil)
embedded under the surface of the road that transfers electric
power to a vehicle’s inductive pick-up component while it is in
transit. Specifically, a new technology for dynamic wireless
charging to help electric vehicles recharge on the go has been
undergoing trials in Dubai. One of the most active players in
stationary and dynamic charging is the wireless technology
juggernaut Qualcomm that recently developed and tested
one of the world’s first DEVC test tracks, as shown in
Figure 1(a). This system is capable of charging an EV dynam-
ically at up to 20kW at highway speeds (100km/h). The dem-
onstrations took place at the 100-meter test track at Satory
Versailles, recently built by the French research institute
VEDECOM as part of the FABRIC project. The Qualcomm
Halo DEVC system was integrated into the test track, and
the receiving components were installed in two Renault Kan-
goo EVs. A schematic of the test setup is presented in
Figure 1(b) and shows that the Dubai test road can charge
moving vehicles based on the power-charging grid underneath
a 60m road strip at the Dubai Silicon Oasis. Wireless power
transfer (WPT) theory is shown in Figure 1(c), that is, the
underground power-charging grid transmits electrical power
to a magnetic coil in contact with the vehicle, and then, the
electrical power is transmitted through the magnetic coil to
the battery of the moving vehicle [20–22]. WPT is achieved
by resonant compensation, allowing it to reach high transmis-
sion efficiency comparable to that of wired charging systems
[23, 24]. This is a key point that enables the adoption of
WPT [25, 26].

WC is not a novel concept; it was first presented by Bolger
in 1978 and involved the collection of electric energy trans-
ferred from a source embedded in a roadway [29]. WC tech-
nology mainly comprises two categories: dynamic (i.e.,
charging while driving) and static (i.e., charging while the
vehicle is stationary/parked) [4, 14]. High-power (e.g., 60–
120kW) staticWC has been demonstrated worldwide on elec-
tric transit buses since 2002 [30]. Emerging dynamic wireless

charging (DWC) technology, in which a vehicle is inductively
charged as it moves along the roadway, extends the vehicle
range and reduces or eliminates the need for frequent stops
to recharge. WC technology is being developed and tested
worldwide. Figure 1(b) shows a DWC lane demonstration
from Qualcomm Halo DEVC. This technology has been suc-
cessfully demonstrated on a test basis at the Formula E cham-
pionship using a BMW i8 vehicle [27]. A charging lane of
15miles has already been established in Gumi, South Korea
[31], Scania and Siemens are working together on overhead
charging technology and conducting a 2 km test outside Berlin
[32], Volvo is conducting field tests of two conductive charg-
ing technologies with a total number of 20 vehicles in Gote-
borg, Sweden [33], and an electric vehicle and bus test line
have been constructed at the Dubai Silicon Oasis [28] (as
shown in Figure 1(a)). These test results from the industry
proved that highly efficient wireless charging system with
effectiveness comparable to that of cable charging are now
available [28]; thus, WC technology is being realized, to enable
electrical charging of private vehicles similar to trolleys [34].
Moreover, they found that for an electric vehicle with a
24kWh battery, dynamic charging at 25kW, and 40% road
coverage, a driving range of 310.6miles can be achieved. They
also simulated battery charging states for different driving
cycles on different roads to estimate the range of increase
due to various dynamic charging levels and efficiencies. For
an electric vehicle with a 24kWh battery and a 90% dynamic
wireless charging system (DWCS) with 20% road coverage,
the estimated expected range extension was between 12%
(10kW) and 217% (40kW) based on the drive cycle [30].

Although the DWC is considered to be an excellent
approach to reduce range anxiety and encourage EV use, the
construction cost of DWCSs (e.g., installing power transmit-
ters and constructing DWC lanes) is quite high. For example,
California’s cost estimates for a single dynamic charging lane
range from 2.3 to 3.2 million dollars per mile, and for dynamic
charging electric vehicles at 100kW, the use of an approxi-
mately 240-mile-long charging lane is required [30]. To
reduce the construction cost andmaximize the utility and ben-
efits of DWCSs, this paper proposes a structural design
method for DWC lane construction. The optimization prob-
lem is generally defined in two components.

(i) First, as shown in Figure 2(a), the construction cost
can be reduced by optimizing the locations of the
charging segments and power transmitters

(ii) Second, according to each charging section’s real vol-
ume, particularly in some overvolume scenarios, the
construction cost can be further reduced byminimizing
the number of lanes. This process includes allocating
charging lanes and strategies for individual drivers for
overloaded travel demands, as shown in Figure 2(b)

2. Literature Review

Since public power infrastructure plays a critical role in EV sys-
tems [4, 9, 35] and the envisioned maturity of DWC technolo-
gies [36], a handful of studies have investigated the deployment
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of DWC infrastructure. The investigated WC technology holds
the promise of realizing long-distance freeway travel without
the need for recharging stops [34, 36–41]. Several recent studies
are aimed at designing a DWCS to serve an EV charging corri-
dor. However, most existing DWC systems rely on bus transit,
for example, in the studies of a single route [36, 42–46] and
multiple routes [3, 5, 40]. Meanwhile, only a few studies con-
sider other types of vehicles [4], [30, 39, 47] withmultiple routes
and heterogeneous origins-destinations (ODs). A comprehen-
sive review article by Jang [14] concluded that three types of
decision modeling approaches are adopted in DWCS operation
and planning. Table 1 compares the three types of modeling
approaches. The first approach is a continuous variable
approach [37, 40, 42, 48], in which the allocation of the charging

lane is modeled as a set of continuous variables ðxoi , xfi Þ. The
second approach uses the segmented discrete binary variable

xi = f0, 1g, in which the DWC lane has been extended by dis-
cretizing the route into multiple small segments [3, 5, 42,
44–46]. The third approach uses a link variable xij representing
a specific link [4, 30]. The solution algorithms to relevant
DWCS design problems can generally be classified into two
types, i.e., heuristic algorithms such as particle swarm optimiza-
tion [3, 40, 42, 43] and genetic algorithm [44, 45, 49] andmath-
ematical programming methods, mainly including existing
commercial solvers (e.g., CPLEX, GAMS, and Gurobi) [30, 39,
43, 46, 50] and customized algorithms [4]. These modeling
approaches have achieved better results in optimizing the
deployment of DWC systems, but some issues still need to be
addressed. For example, the location and length of the charging
lanes were not considered in the optimization of DWC systems.
Although the optimization algorithms used to date can achieve
the expected results, they are still complex and computationally
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Figure 1: DWC vehicle on a test track and fundamental theory. (a) Source from Qualcomm Halo DEVC [27] and (b) Dubai Silicon Oasis
charge vehicles [28]. (c) Source from 2GreenEnergy [20].

(a) Optimize the location and length of deployment

(b) Reduce the number of charging lanes (overload travel demands)

Figure 2: Stretch of optimized DWC lanes in this paper (the marked green lanes are the designed DWC lane that allows EVs to run and
charge simultaneously).
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difficult. Moreover, the electric transit bus system also utilizes
wireless power transfer technology. Inspired by these studies,
we propose a novel optimization approach for multiple types
of vehicles with multiple lanes. The optimization method is
implemented in two stages: the charging lane location and
length are optimized and the minimum number of lanes is
reduced by organizing the individual charging strategies. This
two-stage approach can significantly decrease the algorithm
complexity and quickly obtain a real-case acceptable solution.

A DWCS is an attractive system for future transporta-
tion because it does not rely on large and heavy batteries
but rather directly and efficiently supplies power to vehicles
as the vehicles move along a road [51]. Researchers have
proposed optimization strategies to minimize battery size
[40] and energy consumption [52]. Despite these pioneering
explorations, there is a lack of a general method for DWCS
design over DWC lanes considering the battery charging
rate. Most of the previous studies are roughly linear between
the maximum and minimum charging points [36, 42, 43,
53]. Considering the complicated nonlinearity spectrum of
battery charging, some simulation results have been
obtained for the health-aware fast charging strategy for
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) [54, 55]. In the nonlinear charg-
ing function, the charging speed decreases approximately
linearly over time [36, 56–58]. Because the charge curve of
an LIB is complicated and closely related to the charging effi-
ciency, the charging speed and curve are introduced as a
framework that can be further replaced and discussed.

3. Contributions

This paper focuses on the design of an operational DWCS to
reach a minimum construction cost of deployment of charging
segments and power transmitters while considering construc-
tion of multiple lanes for overloaded travel demands. Different
from previous studies, this paper makes three main
contributions:

(i) First, this paper develops a DWCS model considering
the varying battery charging rate in the infrastructure
planning process. The EVs can be optimized to charge
at the best SOC point by considering the charging
speed rate, thus improving energy efficiency.

(ii) Second, this paper proposes a method to lower the
construction cost of multiple lanes for overloaded
travel demands. Moreover, multiple OD pairs with

various battery power levels are given different charg-
ing strategies in this process from those used in previ-
ous studies. These charging strategies can help reduce
the number of charging lanes.

(iii) Third, the optimization of the charging lane location
and length with multiple lanes is difficult in large
real-case applications. This paper proposes a two-
stage division method that can significantly decrease
algorithm complexity and quickly obtain an acceptable
real-case solution.

Overall, this work gives the DWCS significant insights on
the future integration of EVs into long-distance freeway services
and a numerical technique for building the ideal operating plan
for this integrated system. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. The operating features, nomenclature, and idea
of the proposed DWCS are introduced in Section 2. Section 3
builds a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model to opti-
mize the locations and length of charging lanes. Section 4 pro-
poses a methodology to reach an approximately optimal
solution with respect to the number of lanes. Finally, Section 5
states the conclusions and recommends future research
directions.

4. System Description

This section introduces the operational process of the DWCS
and the underlying assumptions. For the convenience of the
readers, we present the notation for the critical parameters
and variables in Table 2 below. Consider a DWC corridor dis-
cretized into a set of segmentsM≔ f1,⋯,Mg. Let the binary
variable xm denote whether segment m is selected as a DWC
charging segment. As shown in Figure 3, only one transmitter
is needed for each set of consecutive selected segments. To eval-
uate the power transmitter, we introduce another binary vari-
able, ym, that denotes whether segment m is the start segment
of the WC lane [5, 43]. We set ym = 1 if and only
if xm−1 = 0, xm = 1, denoting that segment m is the start seg-
ment of the wireless charging lane. To represent these condi-
tional constraints, as shown in Equations (1)–(3), we use the
definitions of xm and ym above.

y1 = x1, ð1Þ

xm − xm−1 ≤ ym∀m ∈M \ 1f g, ð2Þ

Table 1: Summary of recent studies in DWC facility deployment modeling approaches.

Scale Variable Notation Sketch References

Corridor
Continuous xoi , x

f
i

� �
[37, 40, 42, 48]

Segmented discrete xi [3, 5, 44]–[46]

Network Link xij [4, 30]
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ym ≤
1

2 xm − xm−1ð Þ + 1/2∀m ∈M \ 1f g: ð3Þ

Consider a set of vehicle trip character
indexes,U≔ f1,⋯,Ug such that the trip for vehicle u starts
at origin m+

u with the original power charging level of electric
battery p0u and ends at destination m−

u. Let continuous variable
pu,m denote the current power charging level for vehicle u at
the beginning of segment m when m ≤M. Since the charging
rate is not a constant parameter [45], we introduce another con-
tinuous variable τu,m to denote the average charging amount
that a vehicle u incurs through a segment m. Figure 4 shows

the charging (red curve) and discharging (green curve) pro-
cesses for vehicle u, where the battery charging rate of a vehicle
depends on its current battery power level pu,m.

In some previous studies [47, 57], the charging rate is
assumed to be a concave function that satisfies f ðpu,mÞ > 0, f ′
ðpu,mÞ < 0. Moreover, f ðpu,mÞ can be replaced with any latest
charging speed function. To obtain the charging amount of
vehicle u at segment m, we use the average charging speed ð f ð
pu,mÞ + f ðpu,m+1ÞÞ/2 multiplied by the charging time l/v. Let l
denote the distance for a discrete charging segment and let v
denote the average vehicle travel speed for the EV. Formulas f
ðpu,mÞ and f ðpu,m+1Þ denote the charging rate of the current

Table 2: Notation.

Sets Descriptions of variables

M Set of segments, M≔ 1,⋯,Mf g
U Set of vehicle trip character index, U≔ 1,⋯,Uf g
Parameters

u Index of vehicle trip character, u ∈U

m+
u Departure location for vehicle trip character index u

m−
u Destination location for vehicle trip character index u

p0u Initial battery capacity for vehicle trip character index u

C1 Fixed construction cost per segment (¥)

C2 Fixed cost of a set of power transmitters (¥)

s Energy cost per segment

f The formula for battery capacity with charging speed

l Distance per segment

v Average vehicle travel speed

pH The upper limit of the battery capacity level

pL The lower limit of the battery capacity level

Decision variables

xm Binary variables, xm = 1 when a segment m is selected as a wireless charging lane, xm = 0, otherwise
ym Binary variables, ym = 1 when the segment m is the start segment of the wireless charging lane, ym = 0, otherwise
pu,m Continuous variables, current battery power for vehicle trip character index u at the beginning of segment m when m ≤M

τu,m Continuous variables, average charge amount for vehicle trip character index u at segment m

ru,m Continuous variables, amount of excess power in the segment m for vehicle trip character index u

wu,m Continuous variables, wu,m = τu,m ∗ hu,m in the linearization process

Power transmitters, ym = 1

m1 2 3

Selected charging segments, xm = 1

4 ...

m+
u m–

u

Vehicle index (u, p0
u , mu

+ , mu
–, pu,m)

Figure 3: DWC lane infrastructure diagram.
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power level pu,m at the beginning and end of segmentm, respec-
tively, as shown in Equation (4).

τu,m = f pu,m
� �

+ f pu,m+1
� �

2 ∗
l
v
∀m ∈M, u ∈U: ð4Þ

The battery power level should be in the range set by the
lower limit of the battery capacity level pL and the upper limit
of the battery capacity level pH . Equation (5) shows that the cur-
rent battery power level must be in this power level range.

pL ≤ pu,m ≤ pHm+
u ≤m <m−

u ,∀u ∈U: ð5Þ

The lower power level limit is set to fit the safety constraints,
while the upper power level limit is set to prolong the life of the
vehicle’s battery [40, 42, 43]. A vehicle in the charging lanes can-
not enter and leave at every point because of the organizational
difficulties and billing problems in a real-world application.
This paper only allows vehicles to enter at the beginning of a
charging lane and leave at the end of a charging lane or at toll
stations in the internal WC lane. Due to the limited access to
the charging sections, we further define a continuous variable
ru,m as the amount of excess power on segment m for vehicle
u. As presented in Figure 5, the green curve shows the current
battery power in each charging segment, and the vehicle stops
charging and maintains the upper power limit in the charging
segments. In ourmodel, this excess charging power is also taken
into consideration.

We introduce the following assumptions in the investi-
gated problem to facilitate the model formulation.

Assumption 1. First, we assume that the power consumption of
EVs is proportional to the driving distance [59]. It is difficult to
relax this assumption because capturing speed selection in
charging lanes appears to be mathematically intractable [4].

Assumption 2. Second, we assume that all of the vehicle drivers
in this system are rational and always follow the guidance. This
assumption can be easily relaxed when the EV in this system is
replaced by autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) in the
future [60].

Assumption 3. All vehicles in our system have no less than a
specific battery capacity (i.e., the minimum battery capacity size
is from the market and EV government design instruction).
This assumption is designed for safety constraints.

5. Methodology

5.1. Stage 1: Deploy the Location and Length. In this section,
we develop a DWCS lane location and length model to opti-
mize the construction cost considering a varying battery
charging rate. This proposed DWCS model is initially for-
mulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model.
To facilitate its solution efficiency, the model is further refor-
mulated into a mixed-integer linear problem that can be
solved by off-the-shelf commercial solvers to obtain the
exact solution.

5.1.1. Objective Function. The objective function formulated
in Equation (6) is aimed at minimizing the DWCS infra-
structure investment cost. It includes two cost components
for installing the power transmitters (C1∑m∈Mxm) and con-
structing the DWC lane (C2∑m∈Mym). This cost is translated
into the construction cost of several segments of charging
lanes and the power transmitter construction cost in the seg-
mented approach. The charging segment construction cost
in the construction process, denoted by C1, includes the
materials cost and labor cost and is the cost when segment
m is selected as a dynamic charging segment. The power
transmitter construction cost, denoted by C2, is the cost
associated with the number of connected charging lane seg-
ments. We assume that a single power transmitter

Battery
power

0
1 32 4 ...

Discreted location: (1, M)

Selected charging segments, xm = 1

Charging
curve Discharging

curve

𝜏u,m

pH

pL

Power
charging
amount:

m+
u m m–

u

Vehicle index (u, p0
u , mu

+ , mu
–, pu,m)

Figure 4: Charging and discharging curves.
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construction cost is fixed and that the costs of the selected
charging lanes are linear. When the charging segment is
connected, it can share a transmitter.

min F ≔ C1 〠
m∈M

xm + C2 〠
m∈M

ym

s:t:constraints 1 – 5ð Þand 7 – 12ð Þ:
ð6Þ

5.1.2. Power Level Constraints. For each vehicle index u, the
current power level at departure pointm+

u is p
0
u. ru,m is a contin-

uous variable and denotes excess power in segmentm for vehi-
cle u. Let s denote the energy cost of a segment. Let m + 1
denote the ending point of segment m, and then, the current
power level pu,m can be calculated by recursive formulation (8).

pu,m+
u
= p0u∀u ∈U, ð7Þ

pu,m+1 = pu,m − s + τu,mxm − ru,m m+
u ≤m <m−

u ,∀u ∈U:

ð8Þ
We note that constraint (8), τu,mxm is a bilinear term. It is

well-known that mathematical programming with a bilinear
term is difficult to solve directly. To facilitate the solution
approach, this section reformulates the component wu,m =
τu,mxm to a linear term via the following constraints (9)–(12).
A large given numberG is introduced in formulation (12). Con-
straints (9) and (10) ensure that the value of wu,m is identical to
τu,mxm. This is because when xm = 0, constraints (9) and (10)
always hold for all feasible values of wu,m allowed by the
demand and thus are not activated; only when xm = 1 does con-
straint (9) yield τu,m ≤wu,m and constraint (10) yield wu,m ≤
τz,m, and thus,wu,m = τu,mxm. Constraints (11) and (12) specify
each wu,m as a positive continuous variable.

τu,m +G xm − 1ð Þ ≤wu,m∀m ∈M, u ∈U, ð9Þ

wu,m ≤ τz,m + G 1 − xmð Þ∀m ∈M, u ∈U, ð10Þ

0 ≤wu,m∀m ∈M, u ∈U, ð11Þ

wu,m ≤Gxm∀m ∈M, u ∈U: ð12Þ

With the above linearization steps, the investigated DWCS
problem is reformulated as an MILP model with objective (6),
subject to vehicle capacity constraints (2)–(5) and (7)–(12).

5.2. Stage 2: Reduce the Number of Charging Lanes. Moti-
vated by the potential overloaded travel demands in some
charging segments, we propose a methodology to optimize
the number of DWC lanes and simultaneously allocate the indi-
vidual charging strategies. In this section, multiple OD pairs
with various battery power levels are given different charging
strategies. This approach can guarantee that the battery power
level is not lower than the lowest power safety band. The meth-
odology can be summarized in Algorithms 1–3 that are used to
reach an approximate optimal solution in the operation process.

There is a minimum initial battery power level for each OD
pair, and vehicles with this battery power level (or higher) can
proceed through their trip in our DWCS. Let o ∈ O denote the
departure station set and d ∈D denote the destination set. Let
plowd ðdÞ denote the minimum power level of the destination d
that must be larger than the lower battery power level limit pL

. Algorithm 1 shows the methodology to back-step to the min-
imum plowd ðiÞ, i ∈M of each intermediate point to the departure
points. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the minimum battery level
required for each vehicle in a specific location determined by
the back-stepping method.

The charging rate in this paper is a concave function that
satisfies f ðpu,mÞ > 0, f ′ðpu,mÞ < 0, which means that the delay-
charge strategy will obtain a higher reward (average charging
efficiency is higher). As we have already calculated the mini-
mum plowd ðiÞ, i ∈M, in stage 1, a vehicle in this DWCS can stop
charging if its battery satisfies the constraint pu,m+1 − s > plowd ð
m + 1Þ. This delay-charge strategy can significantly reduce the
low-efficiency charging preference and decrease the unneces-
sary charging demand volume. More details are shown in Algo-
rithm 2 below. Let u1 denote the vehicle index with the OD
information. Consider a new set N ≔ f1⋯ :n⋯Ng that
denotes the potential connecting charging segments to be
selected (following the same rules from Section 2). Let inn and
outn denote the beginning and ending points of connecting
charging segment n, respectively. Then, let the binary variable

Battery
power

Charging segment

Excess power: ru,m
pH

pL

m

Figure 5: Diagram of excess power.

For each d ∈D, dose
Let plowd ðdÞ = pL, i = d
While i > 1
i = i − 1

If xi = 0
plowd ðiÞ= plowd ði + 1Þ + s;

Else if xi = 1
Solve plimd ðiÞ through equations below

plowd ði + 1Þ = plowd ðiÞ + τm − s
τm = f u,m + f u,m+1/2 ∗ l/v
End if

End while
End for

Algorithm 1: General plowd :
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hðu1, nÞ denote whether vehicle index u1 chooses to charge at
each segment n.

Let Qvol denote the design traffic volume for a single
lane; then, we can obtain the cumulative charging demand
volume in each connecting segment. More details are shown
in Algorithm 3 below.

Multiple OD pairs with various battery power levels are
given different charging strategies using the above-described
methodology. We assume that all vehicles follow the charging
instructions, which is not considered to be a strict assumption
in the future CAV environments. These charging strategies
can help reduce the number of charging lanes and reduce the
low-efficiency energy usage. Although this methodology of cal-
culating the number of lanes is not an ideal approach to reach-
ing an exact optimal solution, this simple methodology with
high calculation speed does improve the charging strategies
(i.e., choosing optimal charging lanes and reducing the neces-
sary charging period) and reduces the number of the DWC
lanes. The use of an integrated model that includes the location,
length, and number of lanes risks solution failure even with
two-node OD demands. In future studies, we will focus on this
point, establish a more general model, and find an optimal
result with precise algorithms.

6. Numerical Example

To illustrate the application of the proposed model, this section
investigates a numerical example from the Guangdong Prov-

ince freeway. The constructed route OD pairs ranged over
305km. In this example, we select 22 toll stations as potential
ODs. The initial battery levels of vehicles are a doubly truncated
normal distribution (classified into seven categories). Figures 7
and 8 show the station locations and hourly OD demand,
respectively.

All experiments were performed on a PC with an Intel®
Core™ i7-8550U @1.99GHz CPU and 24GB RAM. The code
was implemented in MATLAB 2019a and uses the commer-
cial MILP solver Gurobi [61–63]. The charging rate we used
is fit to a linear function [47, 57], and in this paper, we select
the parameters considering both the vehicle battery character-
istics and electric grid characteristics, such that f ðpu,mÞ = 0:6
− 0:3 ∗ pu,m. Other default parameter values are given in
Table 3.

6.1. Result of Stage 1: Location and Length. As shown in
Figure 9, the optimal DWC lanes have six connected segments,
i.e., locations 19 to 36, 50 to 79, 101 to 129, 150 to 178, 199 to
232, and 256 to 284. Figure 9 shows the charging and dischar-
ging curves of the heterogeneous vehicles.

The operation cost is very important in a charging system.
However, this study does not involve operating costs. Specifi-
cally, we only consider the appropriate choice of a setup by
the government of a charging strip. For example, in the case
of a highway shown in Figure 7, it would be more expensive
to lay the entire strip. However, if only some of the strip would
be set up for charging, it is difficult to determine which part
should be used for charging in order to minimize the cost and
whether a single-lane charging strip or a two-lane charging strip
is needed. This paper is dedicated to solving these challenges.

We are focusing on wireless charging roadway rollout and
charging strategies. Here, the objective function contains two
contributions to the cost. The first is the price per kilometer laid,
and the second is the price paid per section laid and does not
include operating costs. The cost is considered in this manner
in order to fully reflect the fact that the cost of a wireless charg-
ing section is related to the distance, and the cost is related to the
number of sections laid. This method of calculating has already
been verified in reference [40]. The first contribution is the price
per kilometer laid, and the second contribution is the price per

For each d ∈D, and u1,
If m−

u1
=d

i =m+
u1

While ði <m−
u1
Þ

pðu1, i + 1Þ = pðu1, iÞ − s
If pðu1, i + 1Þ < plowd ðiÞ and inn ≤ i ≤ outn
Update pðu1, inn + 1 : outnÞ
hðu1, nÞ = 1
i = outn
End if

i = i + 1
End while

End if
End for

Algorithm 2: Calculate pu1,m and hðu1, nÞ.

For n = 1 : N
QðnÞ = 0
For u1

QðnÞ =QðnÞ + hðu1, nÞ ∗
dataðu1Þ
End for

End for
numðnÞ = ceil ðQðnÞ/volÞ

Algorithm 3: Calculate numðnÞ.
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section laid, not including operating costs. This setting cleverly
and reasonably avoids the duplicate construction of charging
support facilities and grid distribution lines, etc., caused by the
fact that the number of charging strips will be exceptionally
large and each section will be very short.

For the case shown in Figures 7 and 8, our final solution
results in a total of 6 charging belts, each of which is shown
as a thick green line in Figure 9. After our stage 2 planning,
all of them can be built as single-lane charging belts to satisfy
the traffic. The cost of 163 km is 163 ∗ 1million + 6 ∗ 2
million = 175million.

6.2. Result of Stage 2: Number of Lanes. All vehicles choose
whether to charge when they have access to charging. The
results show that some vehicles only charge to the minimum
power level to reach the next charging section, indicating the
efficiency of the design. It is observed from Figure 7 that the
number of DWC lanes on a charging section generally
increases with the charging demand (e.g., sections 50-79,
199-202, and 272-284 with higher demand are assigned with
more DWC lanes).

As shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b), after using the pro-
posed method, the charging demand volume is distributed
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Figure 6: Minimum battery level for u.

Figure 7: Toll station locations.
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much more in equilibrium than before using this proposed
method. After using the proposed method, the charging
demand volume is mainly lower than 1200 and evenly distrib-
uted on each charging lane. Moreover, the charging volume
capacity is more evenly distributed on each charging lane than
before using this proposed method. The results indicate that
the proposed optimization model can significantly improve
the performance of DWCSs and increase the utilization of
charging facilities. Figure 11 shows the varying charging
demand volume and optimal charging locations for vehicles
with different power levels.

Table 4 shows a comparison between the numbers of
lanes before and after applying this proposed method. The
numbers of DWC lanes in the location range of 50-79,
199-202, and 272-284 decreased, reducing these segments’
total construction cost. The original length of these segments
would be ð169 ∗ 1 + 44 ∗ 2Þ · C1 = 2:7 km · lane, ð119 ∗ 1 +
44 ∗ 2ÞC1 = 207 km · lane, and this process reduces the total
amount to a £163 km·lane construction fee, saving approxi-
mately $44,000,000. In this operational deployment process,

we reduced the unnecessary charging activities (i.e., vehicles
whose battery power level is sufficient for the upcoming
trip). This saved resources to provide more space to meet
the urgent charging demand. From Table 4, it can be seen
that the average current power levels for all vehicles slightly
decrease after applying this proposed method. Compared to
before using this proposed method, the average current
power levels for all vehicles decreased by approximately
0.67% to 25.54% after applying this proposed method. Since
DWC is less efficient and economical than plug-in or static
charging modes [37, 46], these changes are acceptable
because they can increase power utilization efficiency.

To show the operational charging process more clearly,
the initial battery levels in this example are normally distrib-
uted (i.e., p0u ~Nð0:65,0:2Þ). Based on the location model
results and the proposed methodology, we obtain the
approximate optimal solution in the operation process
shown in Figure 11, which shows the varying charging
demand volume and optimal charging locations for vehicles
with different power levels.

XX ZG CC BS YJ BG NL DH EC ST SH TK ST KP SK SQ CS DYS LJ XT LL LJ
XX 0 599 59 72 144 28 37 15 7 24 3 3 9 4 11 5 5 7 2 4 14 4
ZG 535 0 80 91 723 38 13 21 3 13 7 8 11 3 8 4 2 1 3 4 18 3
CC 65 62 0 49 206 63 29 3 0 2 0 3 3 4 10 2 0 0 0 1 2 0
BS 59 74 31 0 1153 791 275 29 10 12 5 5 9 7 25 10 3 4 2 3 7 2
YJ 151 726 229 1113 0 699 237 72 29 40 10 20 17 34 22 15 9 5 12 3 35 5
BG 65 35 102 741 630 0 23 21 11 11 3 5 10 12 13 6 0 2 2 1 5 2
NL 62 22 41 236 199 24 0 35 17 8 1 6 5 6 18 2 3 2 0 4 4 1
DH 11 12 5 23 71 23 32 0 73 33 12 6 9 11 7 5 2 1 2 0 3 1
EC 5 5 2 6 37 11 15 69 0 108 94 36 50 115 45 41 21 19 13 2 28 7
ST 20 10 2 13 25 6 5 26 86 0 24 26 40 62 112 42 20 12 8 11 27 8
SH 4 3 2 8 7 6 7 10 95 41 0 51 86 50 137 33 6 7 2 4 16 6
TK 2 3 2 6 10 2 1 9 18 23 32 0 109 38 79 24 13 5 6 3 19 6
ST 9 10 2 5 10 10 3 15 31 42 95 84 0 26 171 53 12 7 4 5 9 5
KP 5 4 2 10 35 8 12 11 107 68 48 29 31 0 468 82 41 13 18 9 68 11
SK 18 9 9 18 32 16 14 28 60 169 281 136 187 508 0 51 74 32 34 18 78 14
SQ 5 2 3 10 15 12 4 5 47 44 36 19 48 91 33 0 36 17 21 15 29 12
CS 2 1 1 1 11 2 0 4 15 14 5 8 7 31 60 32 0 48 125 38 135 43

DYS 2 1 1 4 6 0 2 1 17 12 6 5 3 26 30 19 92 0 162 66 175 83
LJ 4 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 10 11 5 4 14 21 14 105 136 0 423 396 773
XT 2 4 0 3 8 0 1 0 9 7 2 6 2 5 25 16 45 72 536 0 186 481
LL 13 12 2 4 37 7 5 11 29 27 17 14 21 52 79 27 142 180 308 319 0 1032
LJ 4 6 0 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 2 1 3 16 23 7 46 69 562 501 1032 0

Figure 8: Toll station hourly travel demand.

Table 3: Default parameter settings.

Parameter Value Data source

C1 $1,000,000
References [30, 44] and South California News https://www.mercurynews.com/

C2 $2,000,000

s 0.5%/km
Most EVs are currently capable of approximately 100-250miles of driving before recharging (data source: UC

Davis; https://phev.ucdavis.edu/)

l 1 km
A selected min. Length of a charging segment on the freeway considering the power transmitter cost (data source:

South California News, https://www.mercurynews.com/)

v 60 km/h The operating speed on the freeway (http://www.0512s.com/lukuang/G94.html)

pH 100% —

pL 20% Safety suggestions from EV enterprises (e.g., Beijing Automotive Group Co.)
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As observed from Figure 11, when the initial power level is
in the 30-40% range, the charging demand volume is mostly
distributed between 80 and 230, with a relatively even distribu-
tion of charging locations from 0 to 300.When the initial power
level is in the 40-50% range, the charging demand volume is
mostly distributed between 20 and 350, with a relatively even

distribution of charging locations from 0 to 300. When the ini-
tial power level is in the 50-60% range, the charging demand
volume is mostly distributed between 20 and 280, with a rela-
tively even distribution of charging locations from 50 to 290.
When the initial power level is in the 60-70% range, the charg-
ing demand volume is mostly distributed between 20 and 220,
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with a relatively even distribution of charging locations from 60
to 290. When the initial power level is in the 70-80% range, the
charging demand volume is mostly distributed between 10 and
190, with a relatively even distribution of charging locations
from 80 to 290. When the initial power level is in the 80-90%
range, the charging demand volume is mostly distributed
between 0 and 90, with a relatively even distribution of charging
locations from 100 to 290. When the initial power level is in the
90-100% range, the charging demand volume is mostly distrib-
uted between 0 and 20, with a relatively even distribution of

charging locations from 110 to 290. Therefore, as the initial
power level increases, the charging demand volume gradually
decreases and the charge position gradually changes to between
100 and 300.

Cost is a very important factor in the optimization of
DWCSs for electric vehicles and has been considered in
many relevant studies. The results show that reducing the
infrastructure cost of DWCSs can attract more electric vehi-
cle users, which is beneficial for reducing carbon emissions
and environmental pollution. Moreover, with DWC tech-
nology, a vehicle is inductively charged as it moves along a
roadway, extending the vehicle range and reducing or elim-
inating the need for lengthy stops to recharge. The outcome
of this study indicates that using our model, a balanced rela-
tionship between charging lanes and lane length can be
achieved to obtain the optimal number of lanes and lane
length. As a result, the efficiency of vehicle charging and
the utilization of the DWCS are greatly improved.

The large-scale deployment of internal combustion engine-
based vehicles in transport systems leads to the release of harm-
ful fumes into the atmosphere, leading to global warming and
climate change, which is the main concern of the global com-
munity. The widespread application of DWCS can solve the
problem of decreasing the dependence on fossil fuel-based
energy sources and reducing their harmful impact on the atmo-
sphere. The DWCS can also effectively solve the problem of dif-
ficult charging and the long charging time of electric vehicles,
thus promoting the sales and use of electric vehicles. Moreover,
the DWCS provides an automatic and effective charging system
for future driverless electric vehicles without human
intervention.

7. Conclusion

With DWC technology, a vehicle is inductively charged as it
moves along a roadway, extending the vehicle range and

Table 4: Result comparison (number of lanes).

Location range
Number of lanes

Av. current power
level

Before After Before After

19-21 1 1 51.12% 50.78%

21-36 1 1 58.80% 53.82%

50-57 2 1 ↓ 54.27% 44.72%

57-73 2 1 ↓ 59.66% 50.33%

73-79 2 1 ↓ 61.42% 51.93%

101-116 1 1 53.06% 41.44%

116-129 1 1 57.12% 42.53%

150-156 1 1 52.37% 43.77%

156-169 1 1 56.07% 44.98%

169-178 1 1 58.91% 44.96%

199-202 2 1 ↓ 50.97% 42.02%

202-214 1 1 53.83% 42.22%

214-232 1 1 57.92% 42.94%

256-258 1 1 50.56% 38.63%

258-272 1 1 55.36% 43.70%

272-280 2 1 ↓ 59.28% 50.81%

280-284 2 1 ↓ 60.45% 50.75%
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Figure 11: Charging strategies for EVs with varying initial battery levels.
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reducing or eliminating the need for lengthy stops to
recharge. Based on DWC technology, a DWCS concept is
proposed to overcome the difficulties in setting the charging
lanes’ location, length, and number and simultaneously con-
sider the varying battery charging rates. To realize the opti-
mal DWCS design, we develop a model to balance the
tradeoff between the charging lane location and length and
then propose a methodology to reach an approximate opti-
mal number of lanes. This division into two stages can sig-
nificantly decrease the algorithm complexity and allows the
algorithm to quickly obtain an acceptable real-case solution.
A numerical example from a Guangdong freeway demon-
strates the effectiveness of our model and methodology.

This study can be extended in several directions. Future
research can explore the integrated model with dynamic
and stochastic demands of EVs, more complicated multitype
charging strategies, and their combinations. Additionally,
more charging fees and subsidy combinations that consider
user equilibrium can be proposed. Moreover, this study
would be more applicable when more efficient and custom-
ized solution methodologies are introduced to fit the real-
time solving speed. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
examine the impact of combinations of autonomous, modu-
lar, and EV technologies into this DWCS with allowing these
vehicles to participate in peak shaving and valley filling to
improve unreasonable charging and discharging.
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